Humans always try to hide their Macro-Expressions (MaE) to conceal their real emotion, and it is hard to distinguish between true and false emotions even with artificial intelligence. Micro-Expressions (MiEs), on the contrary, are spontaneous and fast, undetectable with the naked eye and thus always inform us of true feelings. Therefore, there is plenty of studies to generate an automatic system of detecting and analyzing these MiEs.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of Micro-Expression (MiE) was first introduced in 1872 by Charles Darwin and Phillip Prodger [1] , while Haggard and Isaacs [2] have described the conditions of MiE in 1966. Later in 1969, Paul Ekman [3] has defined the MiE based on therapeutic experiences, which is now used by most researchers as a combination of Action Unit (AU) known as the Facial Action Coding System (FACS). According to [3] , there are six MiE emotions including anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sorrow, and surprise. The period of MiE is still debated, and it is estimated to be in the interval [1/20 s, 1/25 s]. Since MiE occurs in a fraction of a second and has very small intensity, detecting it is very challenging task for ordinary humans. These expressions can only be spotted and identified by professionally qualified people. Even with professional training, in the literature only 47% precision of recognition was reported [3] .
The handcrafted solutions [4, 5, 6] try to extract spatio-temporal features supposed to identify the MiE with Local Binary Pattern (LBP) or Optical Flow (OF). The advantage of such solutions is their independence from data quality since we are dealing with a small and imbalanced databases. However, these solutions show their limits in terms of accuracy and they are heavy computational methods preventing their adoption in a real-time context.
The most commonly used solutions in the state-of-the-art is the hybrid solutions [7, 8, 9, 10] . The primary concept is to use handcrafted solution such as Local Binary Pattern on Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) or OF to assist Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to extract the most significant spatio-temporal features despite the database issues. Such solutions have already reached an acceptable accuracy level but not sufficient to consider in other application domain and are also difficult to execute and strongly over moment of complexity.
The world of machine learning and deep learning has evolved in latest years to address many of its issues such as overfitting, vanishing gradient, the need for such enormous and balanced information, etc. This is why community attention has been focused on finding a pure deep learning approach, such as [11, 12, 13, 14] , that can automatically detect and recognize MiE from a few imbalanced data. However, compared to hybrid techniques, it still gets a poor precision rate.
To the best of our knowledge, most of the three-category solutions consider only two MiE characteristics that are rapid reaction and low intensity and exclude that, according to [3] , MiE are also local, meaning that only some parts and not the whole face, are responsible for the significant micro-movement that defines the six emotions. However, it is essential to point out that the particular character of MiE has been taken into account in latest research [15, 16, 17] since it not only improves the result in terms of accuracy, but it also decreases the time response which is essential for real time applications.
In this paper we propose a new technique that takes into account the locality of MiE. The motivation is to obtain the spatial characteristics of each frame of each particular region by a CNN and then apply a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) to obtain the spatiotemporal characteristics and lastly classify all spatio-temporal features from the chosen areas by a Fully Connected Layer (FCL). The solution was trained and tested under the Micro-Expression Grand Challenge (MEGC) 2019 conditions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the state-of-the-art on MiE recognition. Section 3 introduces our proposed solution. In Section 4, more experimental details and results of the proposed solution are provided. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review and discuss the state-of-the-art approaches for MiE recognition. This section consists of four sub-section: handcrafted approach, hybrid approach, deep learning approach and region based approach.
Handcrafted Approach
Polikonsky et al. [18] have divided the face into sub-regions and introduced a 3D-gradients orientation histogram-based feature descriptor for each sub-region to capture the correlation between the frames and then they used a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to identify the MiE. Zhao et al. [4] have used a LBP-TOP to get the spatiotemporal information to describe the MiE. This information is then provided to an SVM classifier to perform recognition. Wang et al. [19] have proposed Local Binary Pattern with six intersection points to deal with the problem of redundancy of LBP-TOP and they have used also SVM as a classifier of MiE recognition. Liong et al. [5] have exploited the Bi-Weighted Oriented Optical Flow (Bi-WOOF) to detect the facial motion, the resulting feature's vector is provided to an SVM to identify the MiE. Recently, Davison et al. [6] have used a Histogram of Oriented Optical Flow (HOOF) and have proposed to re-group MiE based on AU instead of using emotion categories. The SVM has been also used as a classifier for training recognition MiE and reached better results compared to other handcrafted methods.
Hybrid Approach
The basic concept of hybrid solution is to use handcrafted methods along with deep learning algorithm, which makes it a heavy computational solution. Thanks to the recent developments in hardware and software technologies those kind of solution become possible. Khor et al. [10] have proposed an Enriched Long-term Recurrent Convolutional Network (ELRCN). First, several types of OF are calculated {Horizontal, Vertical, Magnitude and Strain}. Then authors have used two different blocks of CNN, one for spatial features extraction (the input was the image concatenated with the results from different OF) and another CNN block of 3 convolution blocks is used for temporal features where each OF results was provided to a different convolution block. The two CNN blocks end up with an FCL for the classification. Off-ApexNet, proposed by Liong et al. [7] , consists in three steps identifying the Offset and Apex frame, calculate the horizontal and the vertical OF and finally provide them to a CNN. The classification step is done by an FCL. An improved solution of Off-ApexNet is STSTNet [8] , authors have added to the horizontal and vertical OF the strain OF to get a better result. Xia et al. [9] have proposed a Spatiotemporal Recurrent Convolution Network (STRCN). The authors have developed two varieties of the network: STRCN with Appearance based Connectivity (STRCN-A) that consists of a different representation of the image as a vector and so the whole sequence as matrix is provided to a STRCN which is basically a block of recurrent CNN. The other variety is STRCN, with Geometric based Connectivity (STRCN-G), consists in applying OF that feeds the STRCN block. Many other works has been proposed, but most of the methods can be summarized into two steps: calculating OF or LBP, which feed an architecture of a CNN and RNN to extract the relevant spatio-temporal features.
Deep Learning approach
Deep Learning (CNN + LSTM) was used by Kim et al. [11] to encode spatial and temporal characteristics. MicroExpSTCNN has been proposed by Reddy et al. [16] . The solution is based on the architecture of 3D-CNN applied to the whole face. Wang et al. [13] proposed a CNN-based solution and added a remaining block-based attention unit to assist the network concentrate on key areas. Lateral Accretive Hybrid Network (LEARNet) is a recent CNN solution proposed by Verma et al. [14] . The contribution can be resumed on adding the accretion layer to refine the salient expression features. Quang et al. [12] have adapted the architecture of CapsuleNet to the context of MiE recognition, using only the most important frame on an MiE sequence which is the apex frame. They have less data so they used transfer learning from ImageNet and data augmentation.
Region based approach
Instead of extracting spatio-temporal features from the entire face, there is more interest in recent research to deal only with particular regions of the face because of the nature of MiE being a local micromovements. Zhao et al. [15] have proposed a Necessary Morphological Patches (NMPs) which are the most interesting regions among other Active Patches (AP) which are some pre-selected regions from the entire face. The idea is to apply handcraft methods (LBP-TOP) on those NMPs instead of the entire face and then merge all the features to feed SVM for the classification. It is important to note that going with NMPs instead of the entire face have reported not only a better result in terms of accuracy rate and F1-score but also it reduces the response time which is important for real time application. Reddy et al. [16] have proposed in addition to the MicroExpSTCNN, MicroExpFuseNet which basically the same 3D-CNN architecture used on MicroExpSTCNN but applied in two regions {eyes, mouth} and ends up with the same FCL. Zhao et al. [17] have proposed another improved MiE recognition method based on the NMPs. The proposed NMPs are selected by Random Forest (RF) applied on a combined OF histogram and LBP-TOP histogram of the AP regions. This solution slightly improves the recognition performance.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
In this section, we present our proposed deep learning framework for MiE recognition. This framework first detects the face and extracts most important regions based on the solution proposed in [17] . We adopt CNN and LSTM to get spatio-temporal features from the selected regions and then merge and fed them to a simple FCL for the classification. Figure 1 summarizes the proposed architecture. Fig. 1 . Overview of the proposed architecture.
Regions Selection
Referring to the work proposed in [17] , we've selected six regions: region0 and region1 for eyes + eyebrows, region2 for nose, region3 and region4 for the cheeks and region5 for the mouth. Those regions, shown in Figure 2 , represent the AP. We first detect the face and we align and crop it from the entire image but since there are no interesting movements of the face in all the provided data there is no need to do the alignment step. The position of 6 boxes which should contain all the 6 regions of interest is indicated from the first frame of every sequence based on the 68 facial landmarks, and then all the frames that belong to the same sequence are cropped on those boxes in order to get the six regions.
This operation is performed to save the changes inside the box all along the sequence. For example let's assume that we have a sequence of MiE. First frame must show a neutral face and let's assume the next frame will contain micro-movements and if we detect the 68 facial landmarks for each frame and crop the regions depending on them we will get less changes inside boxes because the 68 points will change position to follow the movement and so we get very similar images for each region. 
Convolution Neural Network
CNN is responsible, in the proposed architecture, for extracting spatial features. After cropping regions we train the CNN model for each region separately because each micro-expression is expressed by local micro-movement, it may appear in all the regions or just one region reaction. So it is more interesting to not use the same label for all the regions and that is why we changed the label to "not me" when the region is not responsible for that emotion. For example, if the emotion label is "happy" and the region is the nose it is obvious that nose will not give a reaction for that emotion so we change the label for this region to "not me" instead of "happy" given by the entire face label.
So we recreate six different vectors of labels from the label's vector given to the entire face to train six CNN models, based on [17] to know which regions are responsible for which micro-expressions as shown in Figure 3 .
The proposed CNN architecture is inspired by the Inception CNN architecture [20] . So, the image firstly goes through two Convolution layers and two Max-pooling layers then followed by 4 different Convolution layers with filters of different sizes After that an average-pooling is applied to reduce the problem of overfitting. Since there is no good tool to our knowledge we can use to test the effectiveness of the spatial features, we just added an FCL and try to classify the spatial features into the emotions given by the vector of labels specified for each region. Finally, we remove the last layers of the FCL and save the results as the spatial features to be used as input for the LSTM. The CNN architecture is shown in Figure 4 . 
Long-Short Term Memory and Fully Connected Layer
LSTM is a well known derivative of RNN and its task is to extract temporal features from sequenced spatial features to get the spatiotemporal features. Unlike CNN, all the regions are trained together. So, there are 6 LSTM blocks as the number of regions and they are all concatenated and connected to the same FCL network to be classified into emotions given by the initial label's vector of sequences. After each LSTM block a dropout layer is used to reduce the overfitting problem.
Loss Function
The loss function used when training CNN or LSTM + FCL are the same. Since we are in a context of multi-label classification it is obvious that Categorical Cross Entropy (CCE) loss function is a good choice to use. The Cross Entropy (CE) equation for binary classification is expressed as follows
where y ∈ {+1, −1} specifies the ground truth class and p ∈ [0, 1] is the model estimated probability for the class with label y = 1. However, this loss function is not the best choice since we deal with a scenario of imbalanced data between classes. A modification has been added to that CCE loss function based on a research proposed by Lin et al. [21] . The modified CE equation is given by
where α ∈ [0, 1] is a weighting factor set by inverse class frequency to contribute the imbalance between classes but it does not differentiate between hard and easy classification task of samples. That's why another modulating factor (1 − p) γ is introduced to the CCE loss function, with the γ >= 0 factor is called the focusing parameter.
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

Data Preparation and Model Implementation
Database
Referring to the MEGC [22] , we used the same Cross-DB (CDE: Cross-DB Evaluation) that includes 3 most used spontaneous microexpression databases described in Table 1 . 1 . Each database has a different size of images for each cropped region and we only resized them to the same size by adding a black background. The first Convolution layer has 4 filters with a size of 5 * 5, the next one has 8 filters with a size of 3 * 3 and the next 4 parallel convolution layers have the same number of filters 16 and respectively with the size of [1 * 1 , 3 * 3 , 5 * 5 and 7 * 7] then a dense layer with 1024 neurons followed by Dropout with 0.2 as a parameter, then the dense layer that will give us the spatial features with 20 neurons and finally another dense layer with 4 neurons for the classification that will be cut after we get all the spatial features. We used Rectified Linear Unit as an activation function for all previous layers while for the last one we used Softmax as an activation function. For LSTM, we have resized all input sequences to the same size 500 by adding zeros at the end to be suitable for LSTM architecture and we used the same length of inputs 120 for all LSTMs and after each LSTM we added a dropout layer with a value of 0.2. All the LSTM's outputs are concatenated and fed to a dense layer of 64 neurons with Leaky Rectified Linear Unit as an activation function then another dense layer with 3 neurons (for the three classes 0: Negative, 1: positive, 2: surprise) with Softmax as an activation function. 
Evaluation Protocol and Metrics
The LOSO-CV is used to determine the training-testing splits (i.e each subject group is held out as the testing set while all remaining samples are used for training). This protocol mimics a realistic scenario where different subjects are enrolled separately in different environment and settings into a single recognition system. The LOSO-CV also ensures subject-independent evaluation. The performance is assessed based on two balanced metrics, the Unweighted F1-score (UF1) known also as the macro-averaged F1-score
where T Pc , F Pc and F Nc are respectively true positive, false positive and false negative for the class c and C = 3 is the number of classes. The other metric is the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) also known as balanced accuracy of the system
ACCc ACCc = T Pc Nc where ACCc is the accuracy rate of the class c and Nc is the number of samples of the same class c.
Results and Discussion
We report the UF1 and UAR scores of our proposed model with the baseline and the participant's results of the challenge MEGC 2019 as well as some results of other proposed solutions. Table 2 compares the UF1 and UAR scores on FULL cross-database, and on separate datasets including SMIC, CASME II and SAMM . Our proposed model obtains the UF1 score of 0.9022, and the UAR of 0.9018. Apparently, our model performance is the best among all state of the art solutions. The micro-expression performance of the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art {handcrafted, hybrid, Deep Learning} solutions with large margins, approximately between 40% and 12%. We have the highest results ever reported on CASME II database with 0.9857 UF1 and also 0.9857 UAR scores. Figure 5 shows the Leave-One-Subject-Out (LOSO) confusion matrix of our proposed solution and the negative class has the highest Recall rate 0.924 because it's the dominant class in the cross database. Fig. 5 . Confusion matrix on cross-database with the LOSO crossevaluation method.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed two contributions to enhance the performance of MiE recognition. The proposed solution applies on regions of interest instead of the whole face, and uses a combination of CNN and LSTM to extract the most relevant spatio-temporal features. We have obtained the highest accuracy score in MiE recognition with LOSO-CV evaluation on a combined 3 databases {SMIC, CASME II, SAMM} with 0.9018 UAR and 0.9022 UF1. Moreover, it is essential to point out that we have not used any Transfer Learning methods or Data Augmentation that could lead to an even better performance.
Experimental results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed technique that exceeds the state-of-the-art solution. With only about 1M (1.093.531) parameters to train the networks, our proposed solution can be used in real time applications. However, spotting MiE from a long video sequence or Multi-subject are still challenging tasks that can be investigated in our future work.
